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This investigation explores the common assumption that music and motion are closely related by
comparing the stopping of running and the termination of a piece of music. Video recordings were
made of professional dancers’ stopping from running under different deceleration conditions, and
instant values of body velocity, step frequency, and step length were estimated. In decelerations that
were highly rated for aesthetic quality by a panel of choreographers, the mean body velocity could
be approximated by a square-root function of time, which is equivalent to a cubic-root function of
position. This implies a linear relationship between kinetic energy and time, i.e., a constant braking
power. The mean body velocity showed a striking similarity with the mean tempo pattern of final
ritardandi in music performances. The constant braking power was used as the basis for a model
describing both the changes of tempo in finalritardandi and the changes of velocity in runners’
decelerations. The translation of physical motion to musical tempo was realized by assuming that
velocity and musical tempo are equivalent. Two parameters were added to the model to account for
the variation observed in individualritardandi and in individual decelerations:~1! the parameterq
controlling the curvature,q53 corresponding to the runners’ deceleration, and~2! the parameter
vend for the final velocity and tempo value, respectively. A listening experiment was carried out
presenting music examples with finalritardandi according to the model with differentq values or
to an alternative function. Highest ratings were obtained for the model withq52 andq53. Out of
three functions, the model produced the best fit to individual measuredritardandi as well as to
individual decelerations. A function previously used for modeling phrase-related tempo variations
~interonset duration as a quadratic function of score position! produced the lowest ratings and the
poorest fits to individualritardandi. The results thus seem to substantiate the commonly assumed
analogies between motion and music. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!01402-2#

PACS numbers: 43.10.Ln, 43.75.St@WJS#
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INTRODUCTION

Music performance is often regarded as an area of
most unlimited variability; different artists play the sam
piece of music in very different ways. On the other hand,
attempts to synthesize music performance~e.g., Friberg,
1995a; Sundberg, 1988! often demonstrated that if a give
performance parameter was varied beyond a narrow ra
musically unacceptable performances were obtained. M
musicians agree on the importance of, e.g., finding the r
tempo for a piece. Also, in many cases, a consensus a
various performance parameters can be reached within
ensemble. What is the basis for such agreement? Why is
exact value or change of tempo so important to what is m
sically acceptable? Is it possible that we use a common
erence taken from our extramusical experiences? Two
didates for such a reference have been suggested: speec
motion. By comparing the stopping of running with the fin
ritardando, this article tests the hypothesis that tem
changes allude to locomotional patterns.

Music is commonly associated with motion. This

a!‘‘Selected research articles’’ are ones chosen occasionally by the Ed
in-Chief that are judged~a! to have a subject of wide acoustical intere
and ~b! to be written for understanding by broad acoustical readership

b!Electronic mail:$andersf, pjohan%@speech.kth.se
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manifested by the common use of motion words in desc
tions of music, such aslento, andante, corrente~slow, walk-
ing, running!. Truslit ~1938! even suggested that the pe
former must imagine an inner motion in order to produce
good performance and that the listener must ‘‘hear’’ this
ner motion in order to appreciate the music: ‘‘Everycre-
scendo and decrescendo, every accelerandoand decele-
rando, is nothing but the manifestation of changing motio
energies, regardless of whether they are intended as
movement or as expression of emotion.’’@Cited from the
English synopsis by Repp~1993!.# The connection between
music and motion has been discussed in a relatively intui
way in numerous articles and essays partially reviewed
Shove and Repp~1995!.

An experimental attempt to test the possibility of a dire
connection between music and motion was done by Su
berget al. ~1992!. The vertical-force patterns exerted by th
foot on the ground were measured for different gaits a
were then translated to sound-level envelopes of tones. T
tones were repeated in sequences with different tempos
evaluated in three listening experiments. In one experim
the listeners were asked to describe the examples in
terms. Responses relating to motion occurred in up to 50%
the total number of responses in some cases, and was
common~1! when the tone interonset time was the same

r-
1469(3)/1469/16/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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the original step interonset time and~2! at tempos corre-
sponding to about 600-ms interonset time. In another exp
ment, the listeners rated the sequences along visual anal
scales for each of 24 motion adjectives. The result show
that the tone sequences were classified in qualitative ac
dance with the original gaits. Thus, information on locom
tion characteristics could be transferred to listeners by us
the force patterns of the foot as sound-level envelopes.

This investigation represents another attempt to dire
link locomotion to music performance. The overall strate
was to find out if the tempo changes in finalritardandi can
be described by the same mathematical model as the vel
changes during runners’ stopping. The article first revie
mathematical representations of tempo and different mo
that have been used for describing tempo variations in m
performance. Then, measurements and visual assessme
runners’ decelerations are presented and compared with
vious measurements of finalritardandi. After this, a math-
ematical model of the finalritardando, derived from the run-
ners’ data, is presented and evaluated. Finally, this mod
applied to individual cases of runners’ decelerations and
final ritardandi.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Representation of tempo

Different strategies for representing tempo data h
been used in the past. Most researchers have usedscore po-
sition as the independent variable. In other words, each n
value is represented by a corresponding distance alon
axis representing score position. For example, a whole n
is represented by the distance 1, a half note by the dista
1/2, etc. Alternatively, the shortest note value occurring
the piece is used as the unit for the score position axis. T
if the shortest unit is a 16th note, the distance of 16 w
represent a whole note. The commonly used termsnominal
duration and deadpan durationare both used for duration
that exactly correspond to note values and are thus equ
lent to score position.

Another possibility is to usetime for the independen
variable. This was recommended by Todd~1992, 1995!, who
argued that ongoing time is more easily perceived than
more abstract score position. There is, however, a comp
tional problem when a given tempo curve, expressed a
function of time, is applied to a music example that by de
nition is expressed in terms of score position. Therefore,
necessary to transform the tempo curve into a function
score position. Unfortunately, such transformations have
analytic solution only for some simple mathematical expr
sions.

A dependent variabletempo, defined as the inverse o
tone interonset interval~IOI!, seems a natural choice. How
ever,beator tone IOI have also been used.

Figure 1 shows some simpleritardandocurves and how
they appear in three different representations. The left
umn of panels in Fig. 1 shows tone IOI as a function of sc
position x, the middle column of panels shows the sam
curves transformed into tempo as a function of score p
tion, and the right column of panels shows the same cur
1470 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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expressed as tempo as a function of time. The choice
variables obviously affects the shape of the curve p
foundly. A change of the independent variable from sco
position to time~mid- and right columns! results in a more
concave or less convex curvature. For example, when
tempo is a square-root function of score position, it becom
a linear function of time. A quadratic relation between IO
and score position~top-left panel! has been used sever
times in the past~e.g., Todd, 1985; Repp 1992b; Friber
1995b!. Note that this curve, when transformed into a cur
showing tempo versus score position~top-middle panel!,
starts with a convex and ends with a concave curvature.

B. Previous models of tempo variations

Sundberg and Verrillo~1980! analyzed the characteris
tics of the final ritardando in music performances. The
measured tone IOIs in 24 performed finalritardandi in re-
cordings of baroque music and computed an average
ritardando profile for tempo versus time. Out of these da
they derived a model consisting of two phases, each of wh

FIG. 1. Comparison of different methods of representing tempo chan
during the finalritardando using the indicated four simple functions@~a!–
~d!#. The columns show these functions plotted against alternative absci
IOI as a function of positionx ~left column!, tempo as a function of position
x ~middle column!, and tempo as a function of timet ~right column!.
1470A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi
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showed a linear decrease of tempo when expressed as a
tion of score position. The length of the second phase co
sponded to the last musical motif of the piece.

Kronman and Sundberg~1987! found that the average
final ritardando profile could be rather accurately approx
mated by one single square-root function, thus abandon
the two-phase model. They further related this function
what they assumed to be an accurate description of the
crease of the footstep frequency of a stopping runner, p
vided there was constant body deceleration and constant
length. This similarity suggested an interesting analogy
tween musical tempo and step frequency. It may be no
that the step frequency is equivalent to velocity if the s
length is constant. However, Kronman and Sundberg u
the ritardando data by Sundberg and Verrillo, expressed
instant tempo versus time, and compared these data with
deceleration model expressed as step frequency versus
tion. A simpler analogy would be to use time as the indep
dent variable in both cases. If this is done, the tempo cu
for the final ritardando becomes much less similar to th
model, as in this case the step frequency comes out
linear function of time.

Feldmanet al. ~1992! investigated curves of performe
accelerandiand ritardandi in five examples that were se
lected by David Epstein from commercially available reco
ings. The authors developed a simple force model of ph
cal motion that assumed tempo to be equivalent w
velocity. They regarded smooth beginnings and endings
portant characteristics of such tempo changes, and there
proposed that tempo should be expressed as a quadra
cubic function of time. These functions correspond to a l
ear and a quadratic change of force with time, respectiv
However, in the subsequent analysis, they used beat dur
as a function of score position instead of tempo as a func
of time, thus suggesting that these two completely differ
representations could be regarded as equivalent. They fi
their data, expressed in this new form~beat duration of score
position!, to linear, quadratic, or cubic functions. They foun
the two latter alternatives reasonably appropriate to appr
mate these data and falsely concluded that their force m
neatly accounted for the observed tempo profiles.

Repp~1992a! measured the timing of 28 performanc
of Robert Schumann’sTräumerei. The accelerando–
ritardandoshape of a salient, six-note motif was successfu
modeled by expressing tone IOI as a quadratic function
score position. He also carried out a perceptual evaluatio
this function applied to synthesized piano performances
the same music example~Repp, 1992b!.

Todd ~1985! presented a model of phrase-related tem
changes in music performances. In this model, tone I
were expressed as quadratic functions of score posit
Later, he proposed a modified version~Todd, 1992, 1995!
based on an analogy between velocity in physical motion
tempo in music performance, thus implying equivalence
tween physical position and score position. He simply
sumed the deceleration and acceleration forces to be
stant, which implied linear variations of tempo as a functi
of time ~see also Longuet-Higgins and Lisle, 1989!. It can be
noted that this case corresponds to a square-root functio
1471 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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score position@Fig. 1~c! middle- and right panels#, thus simi-
lar to the model presented by Kronman and Sundb
~1987!.

Building on Todd’s idea of a quadratic relation betwe
tempo and score position, coauthor A.F. developed a mo
that related tempo changes to the hierarchical phrase s
ture ~Friberg, 1995b!. The model allowed for variations tha
typically can be observed between different experts’ perf
mances of the same piece. Thus, when tested against Re
measurements of the 28 performances ofTräumerei, the
model successfully accounted for the tempo variation at
phrase level observed among these performances.

Summarizing, the models above have described
shape of the tempo variations as~1! a linear change of tempo
versus score position,~2! as a quadratic change of IOI versu
score position, or~3! as a linear change of tempo vers
time. These models were based merely on assumptions
garding physical motion. Thus, no data were collected fr
real decelerations as performed by, e.g., human runners.
lack of reference to motion data was pointed out by Des
and Honing~1996!, who also mentioned the likely influence
of musical structure and global tempo on the finalritar-
dando. Although human locomotion has been studied in s
eral investigations~Margaria, 1976; Cavagnaet al., 1988;
Alexander, 1995; Nilsson and Thorstensson, 1987; Aeet al.,
1992!, the characteristics of stopping locomotion seem
have attracted little attention. Hence, it seemed necessa
perform actual measurements of runners’ decelerations.

II. RUNNERS’ DECELERATION

A. Methods

1. Deceleration measurements

Professional dancers, two males and two females, w
used as subjects~Table I!. Their task was to run at predete
mined initial-step frequencies along a marked straight l
and to stop their running at a marked point along this lin
The subjects were not asked to think of any musical mod
for their running and deceleration; actually, music was n
mentioned during the instruction of the subjects. Althou
the subjects were professional dancers, neither their run
nor their decelerations appeared special in any sense.

The initial step frequencies were given in terms
acoustical click signals provided by a metronome connec
to a loudspeaker. This signal was presented before the
jects started to run and continued during the first part of th
running. Two step frequencies were selected, 2.9 and 4
~interstep intervals 340 and 250 ms, respectively!. The point
at which the subjects were supposed to start the slow
down was either free, i.e., left to the subjects to decide,

TABLE I. Data on the dancers who performed the analyzed decelerati

Dancer Sex Height~cm! Weight ~kg!

M1 Male 181 75
M2 Male 180 67
F1 Female 170 49
F2 Female 165 53
1471A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi
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shown by a mark on the floor, 4 or 7 m from the end point.
Each condition was recorded five times, but only two of t
subjects used the free condition.

The experiment was carried out in a large hall. Stripes
sticky reflective tape were fastened to the floor perpendic
to the direction of running, 1-m apart at the beginning of t
running path, and at 0.1 m along the final 10 m. Such t
stripes were also fastened to the subjects’ ankles and hip
references. The footsteps were picked up by an audio mi
phone and also by a set of accelerometers placed on the
at 2-m distances along the final 10 m of the running pa
The audio and accelerometer signals were recorded o
TEAC PCM data recorder. The running was filmed by
video camera and recorded on a VHS recorder.

By displaying the video recording frame by frame, t
step length could be determined with an accuracy of appr
mately63 cm. The audio and accelerometer recordings w
analyzed using a waveform editing program~Soundswell
Signal Workstation! allowing an accuracy of about65 ms in
determining the time intervals between the impacts of
footsteps.

2. Rating experiment

Although the runners were all professional dancers
seemed unrealistic to preclude that they invariably perform
decelerations that completely corresponded to their art
intentions. As it seemed unwise to base a model of fi
ritardandi on accidentally pathological examples of runne
decelerations, an evaluation experiment was run. Using
video recordings from the experimental session, an ini
assessment of the aesthetical overall quality of the dece
tions was carried out by a highly experienced teacher of
rhythmics at the Royal College of Music, Stockholm. T
purpose of this pretest was to reduce the number of de
erations in the subsequent analyses.

Eight decelerations from each of the two step frequ
cies were selected. The selection was made so as to obt
maximum variation with regard to subject, rating values o
tained in the pretest, and deceleration-distance conditi
These 16 decelerations were copied into a video test t
where each deceleration appeared three times. They
separated by 7-s pauses. The test took about 15 min and
preceded by eight practice trials. The tape was presente
six experienced experts in choreography and/or eurhythm
The judges were asked to rate overallaesthetic qualityof the
final deceleration, taking into considerationform and bal-
ance. For each of the 48 decelerations, the judges put a m
on a 10-cm line on an answer sheet where the left end
resented ‘‘Extremely unaesthetic’’ and the right end ‘‘E
tremely aesthetic.’’

B. Results

1. Rating experiment

Table II summarizes the test result in terms of ratin
averaged across replications and judges and the corresp
ing standard deviations. The table shows that the judges
not clearly prefer any particular step frequency or decele
tion distance.
1472 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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Figure 2 shows the ordered-mean ratings for all the
celerations. The difference in mean rating was small betw
the stimuli that were rated high and greater between th
which rated low. Thus, the curve showed a slight trend t
discontinuity between rank-order numbers 12 and 13. O
male dancer, M2, produced all four lowest-rated decele
tions. Most of these four decelerations exhibited irregula
ties in step-frequency patterns during the deceleration
seen in the right-top graph in Fig. 3, and were omitted in
computation of average decelerations.

2. Deceleration patterns

Figure 3 shows instant-step frequency~inverse of inter-
step duration! and the associated step length for the two d
celerations that the judges rated highest. To give an ide
the variation in the data, the two lowest-rated decelerati
are also included in this figure. The decelerations mos
included six to ten steps. The step-frequency patterns va
widely among the 16 decelerations, some decreasing slig

TABLE II. Ratings, averaged across repetitions and judges, of the aest
cal quality of the decelerations, listed in rank order.

Runner

Initial-step
frequency

~Hz!

Deceleration
distance condition

~m!

Mean
rating
~cm!

s.d.
~cm! Rank

M1 2.9 7 6.3 2.5 1
M1 2.9 4 6.3 2.2 2
M1 4 7 6.2 2.5 3
F2 2.9 free 5.9 2.5 4
F2 2.9 free 5.8 2.5 5
F2 4 free 5.8 1.9 6
F2 4 free 5.6 2.7 7
F1 2.9 free 5.3 2.4 8
F1 2.9 free 5 2.3 9
F2 4 4 4.8 2.1 10
F1 4 free 4.4 2.5 11
F1 4 free 4.2 2.3 12
M2 2.9 7 3.5 2.3 13
M2 4 7 2.7 1.8 14
M2 2.9 4 2.6 2 15
M2 4 4 1.5 1.8 16

FIG. 2. Rank-ordered mean ratings obtained from the experiment w
experts rated the aesthetical quality of runners’ decelerations.
1472A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi



.
FIG. 3. Instant-step frequency~filled circles! and step-length~open triangles! patterns for the two highest-~left! and the two lowest-~right! rated decelerations
The initial values of step frequency~F!, deceleration length~L!, and the mean rating~MRt! of the deceleration are shown above each panel.
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some remaining basically constant, and some even incr
ing toward the end of the deceleration, thus clearly nega
the possibility that the change in step frequency serves as
model for the tempo change in finalritardandi. The step
length, by contrast, decreased gradually toward the en
the deceleration in all cases. Thus, the slowing down w
achieved mainly by decreasing the step length, an obse
tion which is in good agreement with previous findings
the relation between step length and speed of locomo
~Alexander and Maloiy, 1984; Cavagnaet al., 1988!.

Figure 4 shows velocity versus distance to the point
stop for the same decelerations as in Fig. 3. Instant velo
was estimated at each step by dividing the step length w
the step duration. The position of each velocity estimat
was taken as the middle value between two step positi
The number of velocity estimations ranged from six to eig
points and the estimated deceleration distance ranged
5.9 to 8.2 m in the 12 decelerations. The normalized velo
versus normalized position for all 16 decelerations are sho
in the Appendix, Fig. A2.

As the number of velocity data for each decelerat
was comparatively small, an average was computed for
12 highest-ranked decelerations~mean ratings.4!. Two
average-velocity curves were computed: one curve with
sition and one curve with time as the independent varia
In both cases, each of the 12 velocity curves was normal
with respect to the first estimated-velocity value and w
1473 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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respect to the associated position and time, respectively.
locity values between data points were obtained by lin
interpolation. The means were computed by sampling th
interpolated normalized curves at 20 equidistant steps of
sition or time.

The resulting normalized mean velocity as a function
normalized position is shown in Fig. 5~a!. The values of 0
and 1 on the abscissa correspond to the starting and the
mination of the deceleration, respectively. The bars mark
95%-confidence interval for the estimation of the mean at
sampled positions.

The mean-velocity pattern, when plotted as a function
normalized time, is very similar to that of the normalize
meanritardandocurve of Sundberg and Verrillo~1980!, see
Fig. 5~b!. This supports previous suggestions that there
equivalence between velocity and tempo~Todd, 1992, 1995;
Feldmanet al., 1992!. Note that, for reasons of compariso
the abscissa is normalized time. The match was obtai
after scaling the abscissa of the velocity curve by a facto
1.13. This value was found on a trial-and-error basis. The
of a scaling factor is motivated by the fact that, obviously
ritardando curve can never reach a normalized tempo va
of zero since it corresponds to an infinite note duration.

Kronman and Sundberg~1987! assumed that the dece
eration force is constant during a deceleration of running~see
also Todd, 1995!. This implies that velocity is a straight line
if time is used as the independent variable. As seen in
1473A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi



FIG. 4. Instant-velocity patterns for the decelerations shown in Fig. 3. The initial values of step frequency~F!, deceleration length~L!, and the mean rating
~MRt! of the deceleration are shown above each panel.
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5~b!, this was not the case. However, the square of the
locity, i.e., the kinetic energy, is close to a straight-line fun
tion of time as shown in Fig. 5~c!. Note that the straight-line
approximation of the data point passes very close to the
ners of the square in this figure. The close agreement
tween the data points and the line implies that the decel
tion powerwas approximately constant throughout the en
deceleration. Individual velocity curves will be analyzed b
low in terms of how well our model fits the data.

C. Discussion of decelerations

An important question is to what extent the obtain
velocity curves were specific to the experimental conditio
in the recording session. Obviously we would have obtain
quite different deceleration curves if the dancers had b
running on a slippery surface, such as ice. The record
were made in a gymnasium, where the floor has a comp
tively large friction and thus should not have caused a
abnormality in the deceleration data. Furthermore, in the
ing experiment no preference was observed for any spe
condition regarding step frequency or deceleration distan
Thus, our mean-velocity curve can be assumed to be rea
ably representative for the stopping of running.

It could be argued that dancers are biased subjects i
experiment with the present aim, being prone to adopt
typical patterns of classical choreographic art. On the ot
hand, in the video recordings no tendency to use any spe
locomotion patterns could be seen. It could also be arg
1474 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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that professional dancers are a typical subjects as they
been specially trained to move in synchrony with mus
However, professional dancers share with almost anyone
experience of moving to music, since dancing is a very co
monly enjoyed form of social life.

To rate the aesthetical quality of a runner’s decelerat
implies the task of giving a global assessment of a stimu
possessing many dimensions, such as coordination of l
movements, posture, etc.~Todd, 1983!. In our case, this
would have contributed to the comparatively high stand
deviations of the ratings. The judges may have attribu
different degrees of importance to various aspects of a gi
deceleration. Still, the rating experiment seemed to serve
main purpose, viz., to identify decelerations that appea
particularly unaesthetical to expert judges.

When plotted in rank order, the distribution of the ra
ings showed a slight trend to an elbow-like curve. It is inte
esting that a similar curve was found when, in a quite diff
ent experiment, experts rated hoarseness and other v
characteristics in children’s voices~Sederholmet al., 1993!.
In both these rating experiments, the notion of acceptabil
unacceptability of a multidimensional stimulus was proba
relevant.

III. MODEL

A basis for the construction of our model for finalritar-
dandi was the assumption that the deceleration power w
constant in a runner’s deceleration~vide supra!. This implies
1474A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi
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FIG. 5. ~a! Normalized mean velocity for the 12 highest-ranked decele
tions as function of normalized score position. The bars mark the 9
confidence interval.~b! Normalized mean velocity for the 12 highest-rank
decelerations as a function of normalized time~solid line! and mean nor-
malized ritardando tempo versus normalized time according to Sundb
and Verrillo ~1980!. The former curve was obtained after scaling the tim
values by a factor of 1.13, see the text.~c! Squared normalized mean veloc
ity for the 12 highest-ranked decelerations as a function of time. The
shows the best linear fit.
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that the kinetic energy is a linear function of time and, sin
kinetic energy is proportional to velocity squared, veloc
will be proportional to a square-root function of time. Letv
be velocity~tempo!, x be position~score position!, then

v5
dx

dt
;At. ~1!

Primarily for practical purposes discussed above,x was cho-
sen as the independent variable. Integratingv with respect to
t, solving for t, and substitutingt in Eq. ~1!, we obtain

v~x!;x1/3.

Thus, velocity~tempo! is proportional to the cubic root o
position ~score position!. Reinspection of the individualri-
tardandianalyzed by Sundberg and Verrillo~1980! revealed
variation with regard to the overall curvature. To account
this variation, a curvature parameterq was introduced

v~x!;x1/q.

By changing the constantq, a number of different curvature
can be obtained, including the runners’ mean decelera
(q53) as well as the previously mentioned square-r
function (q52).

Unlike velocity in locomotion, the tempo never reach
zero in music, if tempo is defined as the inverse of tone I
This implies the need for a second parameter, the final tem
vend. The resulting model of the tempo (v) as a function of
score position~x! was defined as

v~x!5@11~vend
q 21!x#1/q. ~2!

Here, tempo andvend are normalized with respect to the pr
ritardando tempo vpre and position is normalized with re
spect to totalritardando length measured in score unit
Score positionx50 corresponds to the start position of th
ritardandoandx51 to the onset of the last note. Thus,v51
at x50 andv5vend at x51. Figure 6 shows the resultin
tempo curves for four differentq values. The values ofq51,
q52, andq53 correspond to~a! a linear function ofx, ~b! a
square-root function ofx ~i.e., a linear function oft!, as pro-

-
-

e

FIG. 6. Theritardandomodel with four differentq values (q51,2,3,4) and
the quadratic IOI function. The final tempo was fixed atvend50.3. These
five curves were used in the listening experiment.
1475A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi
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posed earlier by Kronman and Sundberg, and Todd, and~c!
the approximation of runners’ deceleration, respectively.

The translation from the continuous curve to discr
tones can be realized by integrating the inverse of the tem
function in Eq.~2!:

E 1

v
5E dt

dx
5E @11~vend

q 21!x#21/q.

Let k5vend
q 21. Then, we obtain time as a function of sco

position

t~x!5
q~11kx!~q21!/q2q

~q21!k
, q.1. ~3!

The integration constant was determined by settingt(0)
50. The IOI of a tone is given by the time difference for th
x values corresponding to the onset of the tone (x1) to the
onset of the following tone (x2).

IOI5t~x2!2t~x1!

5
q~11kx2!~q21!/q2q~11kx1!~q21!/q

~q21!k
. ~4!

The advantage of usingt(x) to determine the tone duration
is that it is independent of note values. For example, f
sixteenth notes will add up exactly to the duration of o
quarter note. It means that Eq.~4! can be applied on eac
voice in a polyphonic example and at the same time keep
synchrony. This is not the case if IOI is obtained by inverti
the tempo value obtained from the continuous tempo cu
at, e.g., the onset position of the tone.

The model@Eq. ~2!# has the advantage that it is easy
transform, if time instead of position is preferred as the
dependent variable. Tempo as a function of time can be
tained by solving Eq.~3! for x and substituting the result in
Eq. ~2!

v~ t !5@11~vend
q2121!t#1/~q21!.

Note that this equation is essentially the same as Eq.~2!,
with the value ofq decreased by one.

A. Perceptual evaluation of the model

A listening experiment was performed to assess the
ferred curvature valueq in different music examples. Th
previously mentioned curve with IOI as a quadratic functi
of score position was included as an additional alternativ

1. Stimuli and procedure

Three different music examples were used, two exce
from pieces by J. S. Bach and one sequence of two alter
ing notes a minor second apart, see Table III. In both B
examples, theritardando was applied to an unbroken se
quence of notes of equal note values. These examples
chosen for evaluating theritardando in musically realistic
contexts, while the minor second example was chosen
attain a minimum of musical content without destroying t
perception of theritardando curve. When informally listen-
ing to the examples, the authors found that a simple t
repetition was not enough to differentiate the curvatures.
1476 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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Four differentq values (q51,2,3,4) were used for the
ritardando model@Eq. ~2!#. For the phrasing curve with IO
as a quadratic function of score position, the expression

v~x!5
1

~1/vend21!x211
, vend.0

was used, see Fig. 6.
The pre-ritardando tempo (vpre), ritardando length, and

final tempo (vend) were fixed for each music exampl
throughout the test~see Table III!, and determined accordin
to the advice of two professional musicians, Lars Fryde´n and
Monica Thomasson, who listened to different alternatives
all examples, theritardando started at the first note onse
occurring at least at 1.3 s, as measured in pre-ritardando
note duration, preceding the last note.

When informally listening to the examples, it was foun
that the IOI of the penultimate note was important to t
perceived magnitude of theritardando. The method de-
scribed above@Eq. ~4!# for translation of the continuous
tempo function to discrete-note IOI did not allow specific
tion of an exact value for the lengthening of the penultim
note ~i.e., if the vend50.4, the duration of the penultimat
will not be DR51/0.4!. Therefore, a second normalizatio
was performed so that the IOI of the penultimate note w
set to 1/(vend* vpre).

Special attention also had to be paid to the last note
note value is sometimes the same as that of the prece
note, but sometimes considerably longer. In the latter ca
no further prolongation of the last note is necessary. On
contrary, such long final notes can even be shortened
real performance. In the test, the duration of the final n
was simply set to 1.25 times the IOI of the penultimate n
~m2 example!. However, if the last note was already long
than this, it was left unchanged~E2P and WIP examples!.

Lacking information about the relation between tem
and dynamics in finalritardandi, the music examples wer
played on sampler synthesis of a harpsichord~SampleCell!.
The ritardando model was implemented in theDIRECTOR

MUSICESprogram~Friberg, 1995a! on a Macintosh computer
The examples were recorded on a DAT tape with some a
ficial reverberation~Yamaha REV7!. All judges listened to
the tape over earphones adjusted to a comfortable liste
level.

The test tape contained 51 examples. The first six
amples were selected from the following and were used

TABLE III. Music examples used in the listening experiment. The tem
before theritardando (vpre) and at the end (vend), normalized with respect
to vpre, are also listed.

Music example Abbreviation
vpre

~shortest notes/s! vend

J. S. Bach: Eng. Suite 2 Prel.,
last 5 meas.

E2P 6.48 0.3

J. S. Bach: Wohltemp. clav. I
Prel. 1, last 5 meas.

WIP 4.47 0.4

minor second sequence
~Db4–C4–Db4–C4–Db4
–C4–,...,Db4!, 21 notes total

m2 5 0.4
1476A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi
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practice trials only. The remaining 45 examples
curves33 music examples33 repetitions) were presented
random order. The entire test tape took 17 min.

The judges were asked to mark on a 10-cm-long vis
analogue scale on an answering sheet how musical
found the performance of theritardando. The endpoints of
the line were labeled ‘‘extremely good’’ and ‘‘extreme
bad.’’ The listeners were also instructed to try to ignore
performance of the music preceding theritardando as well
as the length of the final note, since these parameters did
change with tempo curvature. The rating values used in
subsequent analysis was defined as the length in mm f
the extremely bad endpoint, i.e., the betterritardando, the
higher the rating value.

2. Judges

A basic hypothesis was that theritardandoalludes to the
stopping of locomotion and hence should be familiar n
only to professional musicians playing classical reperto
Therefore, 19 students were used as judges, all taking
course in music acoustics at the Royal Institute of Techn
ogy. After the test, they answered a questionnaire about t
musical background. The questionnaire asked if they had
perience performing music, if so, what instrument, ho
many years of performing, how many hours per week, an
which music styles. In addition, they could make any gene
comment about the test.

According to the answers from the questionnaire, m
of the judges could be considered as amateur musici
Nine judges reported that they had some experience of c
sical music. One of these had professional experience
classical musician. Most judges found the test quite diffic
except the professional player. Thus, the task was diffi
for listeners lacking previous experience with performan
of ritardandi on a professional level.

3. Results

Using the judges’ ratings as the dependent variable,
results were submitted to a repeated-measures analys
variance performed by theSUPERANOVA 1.11 program for
Macintosh. The within factors were 5 curve
33 music examples33 repetitions. Despite the reported di
1477 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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ficulty of the test, the main effect of curve was highly si
nificant (p,0.0001), indicating that the judges clearly cou
differentiate the curves.

The main effect of music example was significantp
,0.0001); thus, theritardandi were rated differently de-
pending on the music examples. There was also a signifi
effect of repetition (p,0.015). No interaction terms wer
significant. The main effect of music example and repetit
disappeared when the m2 example was excluded from
analysis. The fact that there was a strong effect of repeti
only in the case of the m2 example may indicate that t
example had a strange musical content to which, howe
the listeners gradually became accustomed.

The mean ratings for the different curvatures are sho
in Fig. 7. They reveal that the two curvatures that receiv
the highest ratings originated from the model withq52 and
q53. The first value corresponds to the model supported
Kronman and Sundberg~1987! and by Todd~1992, 1995!,
while the second value corresponds to the curvature der
from runners’ decelerations. Both for higher and lowerq
values and the quadratic IOI, the mean ratings were low
This was confirmed by a highly significant contrast analy
resulting from a comparison of the casesq52 andq53 with
the three remaining alternatives (p,0.0001).

Figure 8, showing the means for each music exam

FIG. 7. Overall ratings, averaged across listeners, music examples, and
etitions, of the different curvatures used in the test. The bars indicate
positive parts of a 95%-confidence interval.
-
FIG. 8. Mean ratings for the interaction of music ex
ample and type ofritardando curve. The bars indicate
the positive parts of a 95%-confidence interval.
1477A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi
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FIG. 9. Left panel: The model~solid line! fitted to the meanritardando curve ~diamonds! from Sundberg and Verrillo. Right panel: The model~solid line!
fitted to the mean velocity curve~diamonds! of the runners’ deceleration. Note that time rather than position is used as the independent variab
model-parameter values used and the resulting determination coefficient are also shown.
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and curve, offers a more detailed representation of the
sults. First, it can be noted that for all curves the min
second example was rated much lower than the other
amples. Obviously, despite the instruction to concentrate
the ritardando, the judges were unable to disregard the m
sical context. Second, the maximum rating was obtained
theq52 curve in the E2P example and for theq53 curve in
the WIP example. This suggests that the optimum curv
dependent on the music example. A contrast analysis c
paringq52 for E2P andq53 for WIP with q53 for E2P
and q52 for WIP showed a barely significant differenc
(p,0.04). Further testing with more-skilled listeners
needed to further confirm this hypothesis.

B. Matching the model to measurements

In a previous section, the runners’ deceleration w
found to fit well with the averageritardandocurve. Here, the
ability of the model to fit performed mean and individu
ritardandi as well as runner’s mean and individual decele
tions will be examined.

The q andvend parameters in the model, defined in E
~2!, were varied by means of the solver function in Micros
EXCEL 7.0, such that the sum of the squared distances
tween the model and the measured data was minimized.
normalization of measuredritardandi and decelerations wer
done relative to the first value. It means that a slight offse
the first value affects all remaining values. Therefore, an
ditional third parameter,voffset, was varied in the optimizing
process, which added a constant to the model.

1. Average curves

As an initial check of previous results, the model w
fitted to the curves for the meanritardando and the mean
deceleration, see Fig. 9. The fit is good in both cases. In
case of the deceleration curve, however, this was expec
as the model was originally derived from this curve. Figure
also specifies the optimal values of the parametersq and
vend. For both cases, theq values were close to 3.
1478 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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2. Individual ritardandi measured by Sundberg and
Verrillo

The model was also fitted to individualritardandi taken
from the original raw data by Sundberg and Verrillo. In
ritardando, local lengthenings and shortenings of individu
tones frequently occur, depending on musical context. S
local departures from the mainritardandocurve increase the
scatter in the fitted-parameter values. Therefore, to impr
the reliability of the fitted-curvature data, onlyritardandi
with a smooth shape were selected, which contained a m
mum of individual note departures. Thus, only the perf
mances with at least six consecutive final notes with mo
tonically increasing IOIs were used. In this way, 12 fin
ritardandi were selected out of a possible total of 22, all
J. S. Bach, see Table IV. Apart from the present model, t
other alternatives were tried. As note IOI is frequently a
sumed to be a quadratic function of score position, one
ternative was a quadratic polynomial in which the three
rameters were fitted to measured IOIs~henceforth, quadratic
IOI!. In the other alternative, a similar quadratic functio
was used to approximate the tempo rather than note
~henceforth, quadratic tempo!. The fitted-model paramete
values and the resulting determination coefficients (r 2) for
the 12 examples are listed in Table IV. The model fitted
the 12 examples is plotted in the Appendix~Fig. A1!. A
comparison of the model and the two alternatives fitted to
first music example~WIP! is shown in Fig. 10. Notice tha
the quadratic IOI has the undesired property of an ini
tempo increase. A more realistic model for the quadratic
would be to restrict the tempo to be decreasing. This wo
make for an even poorer fit.

As shown in Table IV, the meanq value (q52.8) is
very close to the initial value ofq53 that was derived from
the runners’ decelerations. Note that example WIP was a
used in the listening experiment above. It received aq value
of 2.5 that is just in the middle of the listeners’ preference,
seen in Fig. 7. However,q varied substantially between ex
amples. Indeed, two examples yieldedq51.2, i.e., the tempo
decreased almost linearly with score position, and in th
examples,q exceeded the value of four. Such low and hi
1478A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi
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TABLE IV. Model parameters~q, vend, voffset! producing the best fit of individualritardandi for 12 music
examples measured by Sundberg and Verrillo~1980!. The number of notes included in theritardando is listed
in the second column. The resulting determination coefficients are given in the column marked Model. T
rightmost columns show the determination coefficientsr 2 obtained for the two alternatives tried, the quadra
interonset interval~IOI!, and the quadratic tempo~see the text!.

Fitted-model parameters Determination coefficients (r 2)

Music examples Notes q vend voffset Model Quadratic IOI Quadratic tempo

W. clav I Prel. 1~WIP! 10 2.5 0.32 0.005 0.982 0.927 0.975
W. clav II Prel. 1~WP1! 8 2.1 0.37 0.0001 0.980 0.989 0.983
W. clav II Prel. 2~WP2! 7 2.4 0.51 0.03 0.967 0.989 0.977
W. clav II Fug. 3~WF3! 6 1.2 0.48 20.03 0.969 0.951 0.968
W. clav II Fug. 5~WF5a! 7 4.2 0.50 0.01 0.995 0.970 0.995
W. clav II Fug. 5~WF5b! 8 2.6 0.37 20.02 0.975 0.919 0.966
Eng. Suite 1 Allem.~E1A! 6 2.0 0.45 20.03 0.982 0.943 0.978
Eng. Suite 2 Allem.~E2A! 11 3.7 0.37 0.02 0.975 0.927 0.980
Fr. Suite 4 Cour.~F4C! 6 4.2 0.50 0.02 0.991 0.959 0.986
Fr. Suite 6 Allem.~F6A! 7 2.4 0.45 0.02 0.981 0.965 0.979
Fr. Suite 6 Cour.~F6C! 7 5.0 0.46 20.008 0.994 0.902 0.959
Italian Conc. Mvt. 3~IC3! 7 1.2 0.34 20.01 0.970 0.961 0.970

Mean 2.8 0.43 0.001 0.980 0.950 0.976
s.d. 1.2 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01
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values ofq received low ratings in the listening test abo
~using other examples!, yet were obviously acceptable i
these performances. This supports the assumption above
the optimalritardando curve depends on some character
tics of the music example, e.g., musical structure or tem

The final tempovend varied comparatively less, betwee
32% and 51% of the initial tempo. Desain and Honi
~1996! suggested that the final tempo might be dependen
the global tempo. However, no indication of this was fou
in the present data. There was no correlation between
final tempo (vend) and the pre-ritardando tempo (T̄) as de-
fined by Sundberg and Verrillo (r 520.02).

Our model produced the highest mean correlation w
the measurements~meanr 250.98!. A t-test comparing the
meanr 2 for the model and the meanr 2 for the quadratic IOI
alternative yielded a significant difference (p,0.003): this
means that, on average, the model approximated the m
suredritardandi better than the quadratic IOI.

The correlation was slightly better for the model than
the quadratic tempo, but this difference was not significa
With regard to the shortestritardandi, consisting of no more
than six notes, it could be argued that many slightly curv
oc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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functions would offer a good fit. Longerritardandi, on the
other hand, often exhibited a more pronounced tempo
crease at the end than in the beginning. The model also
counted for such cases provided a relatively high value oq
was used, see Fig. 11~this example is not included in Tabl
IV !. The quadratic-tempo function, however, failed to pr
duce the characteristic increased curvature toward the en
the ritardando.

3. Individual ritardandi measured by Feldman,
Epstein, and Richards

Feldmanet al. ~1992! measured tworitardandi in per-
formances of orchestral music. Theseritardandi occurred
within the pieces, i.e., not in a final position. Also, they we
clearly longer than the finalritardandi considered above, an
were measured at the beat level instead at the note level.
three functions presented above were fitted to their exam
which had the smoother shape, see Fig. 12~sample 1: A.
Dvořák, Slavonic dance, op 48:8, measures 243–272!. De-
spite the difference in style, length, and context, the resu
similar to that observed for theritardandoshown in Fig. 11.
l
FIG. 10. Model~left!, quadratic tempo~middle!, and quadratic IOI~right! functions fitted to theritardando data from music example WIP. The mode
parameters used are presented in Table IV.
1479A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi
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FIG. 11. Model~left!, quadratic tempo~middle!, and quadratic IOI~right! functions fitted to a comparatively longritardando measured in a performance o
music example WP 19. This example was not included in Table IV. Note that the increased curvature in the end of theritardandocould not be modeled with
a quadratic-tempo function.
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Again, the model produced the best fit, slightly better th
that of the quadratic-tempo function, especially in the end
the ritardando. The fit obtained with the quadratic IOI wa
the worst. It is noteworthy that Feldmanet al. would have
obtained much better fits if they had applied quadratic
cubic functions to tempo as a function of time~as they had
suggested in the first part of their paper! rather than to IOI of
score position.

4. Individual decelerations of runners

Table V presents the model and a quadratic-veloc
function fitted to each of the 16 decelerations in Table
The model fitted to the 16 examples is plotted in the App
dix ~Fig. A2!. According to the determination coefficient
also shown in Table V, the model matched the data bette
the 12 highest-ranked decelerations. A two-tailedt-test re-
vealed that the means of the determination coefficientsr 2

differed significantly (p,0.02) between the model and th
quadratic-velocity function.

For the four decelerations that were discarded for r
sons of low visual rating~Table V, rank 13–16!, the deter-
mination coefficients for the model were significantly low
~two-tailed t-test, p,0.005! than those of the group of 12
higher-rated decelerations~mean r 250.975 and 0.990, re
spectively!. On the other hand, when fitting the quadra
function to these four decelerations, no significant chang
r 2 was observed~meanr 250.979 and 0.978, respectively!.
1480 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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Thus, a high rating in the visual experiment corresponded
a good fit of the model, but this correspondence was
found if quadratic velocity was used.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In discussing the model proposed here for descripti
of final ritardandi and runners’ decelerations, certain limit
tions should be kept in mind. The start of the finalritardando
is difficult to identify in measurements, particularly in cas
of a smooth onset. Perceptually a smooth onset of theritar-
dandois important, as mentioned. For example, informal l
tening tests revealed that the onset of theritardandowas far
too abrupt when a linear tempo function of score posit
was applied. For the examples in Table IV, we identified
ritardando onset by means of a rigorously applied rule; th
all tones after the onset must show a progressively decr
ing tempo. This rule may yield delays of the point of onset
some cases, which leads to an underestimation of the v
of q.

There are also other limitations. The perception of a
nal ritardando may depend not only on tempo changes, b
also on dynamic changes. This parameter was not analy
in the present investigation. Another important factor is
total length. What is considered an appropriateritardando
may also depend on the instrument played. In view of
analogies suggested by our findings between music and
FIG. 12. Model~left!, quadratic tempo~middle!, and quadratic IOI~right! functions fitted to aritardando measured by Feldmanet al. ~1992!.
1480A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Model of final ritardandi
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comotion, it would be tempting to explore possible musi
equivalents of, e.g., inertia and its effect on the finalritar-
dando.

It appeared that it was more difficult for the listeners
differentiate the tempo curves in a musically unnatural
ample. In selecting the music examples for the listening t
the authors frequently noted that the perceived characte
the different curves was well exposed by real music
amples but almost impossible to distinguish in unrealis
simple examples, such as a sequence of tone repetitions
the other hand, the tempo curve seems to originate from
paramount experience of locomotion. Maybe the musical
naturalness of such examples distracts the listener’s atten
from the tempo curve. In any event, realistic musical e
amples seem crucial for a correct evaluation of any mu
performance model.

The quadratic IOI curve gave the poorest results, bot
the listening experiment and in the curve fittings. This w
surprising, since it had been successfully applied to desc
tempo curves associated with phrasing~Todd, 1985; Repp,
1992b; Friberg, 1995b; Penel and Drake, 1998!. Trans-
formed to tempo as a function of score position, the q
dratic IOI curve assumes a shape characterized by a gra
decrease of the curve steepness, as was illustrated in F
If translated to velocity in locomotion, such a curve sha
would imply that the runner refrains from spending ener
on reduction of speed toward the end of the decelera
process, thus suggesting a continuation of the movem
This message appears quite appropriate at phrase end
the music will continue beyond the phrase boundary. Inde
according to informal listening tests the impression of

TABLE V. Model parameters~q, vend, voffset! producing the best fit of 16
individual decelerations produced by the dancers. The decelerations
listed in rank order according to the mean rating of aesthetic quality.
resulting determination coefficients are given in the column marked Mo
The two rightmost columns show the determination coefficientsr 2 obtained
for the model and for the quadratic velocity alternative. The first 12 de
erations~Rank 1–12! were used for calculating the average decelerat
pattern.

Deceleration Fitted model parameters Determination coefficient (r 2)

Rank q vend voffset Model Quadratic velocity

1 2.7 0.25 20.02 0.989 0.975
2 2.7 0.33 20.02 0.991 0.976
3 3.4 0.20 0.01 0.978 0.939
4 3.3 0.39 0.03 0.980 0.991
5 2.9 0.27 0.005 0.994 0.985
6 1.8 0.36 0.01 0.999 0.999
7 3.2 0.33 0.003 0.985 0.978
8 2.1 0.20 0.03 0.990 0.998
9 2.7 0.13 20.006 0.996 0.962

10 2.7 0.31 0.003 0.988 0.976
11 3.4 0.32 0.01 0.995 0.981
12 2.7 0.21 20.02 0.996 0.973

Mean ~1–12! 2.8 0.27 0.004 0.990 0.978
s.d. 0.5 0.08 0.02 0.006 0.016

13 2.5 0.08 0.07 0.965 0.966
14 3.0 0.35 0.007 0.992 0.989
15 2.7 0.16 0.07 0.974 0.989
16 2.0 0.29 0.03 0.968 0.972

Mean ~13–16! 2.6 0.22 0.05 0.975 0.979
s.d. 0.4 0.12 0.03 0.012 0.012
1481 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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approaching final stop disappeared when the quadratic
curve was used for finalritardandi; it was no more obvious
that the last tone really was the last.

A factor of possible relevance to our results is musi
style. The measurements and fittings in which the quadr
IOI was used mainly concerned romantic classical mu
while the present finalritardando model was mostly tested
on baroque music@except for sample 1 from Feldmanet al.
~1992!, which was composed by Dvorˇák#. It is also possible
that the poor success of the quadratic IOI alternative
flected that these two music styles are associated with dif
ent types of motion.

Surprisingly, we found two cases ofq51.2 in the fit-
tings of the individualritardandi, i.e., the tempo decrease
almost linearly with score position. Such a curve (q51) was
rated low in the listening experiment~applied on different
examples!. Also, when applied in informal tests to a varie
of music examples, this curve sounded musically unacc
able. As with the quadratic IOI one problem was that t
piece did not appear to approach a final stop during the
part of theritardando.

Why does our model work? The two casesq52 and
q53, which received the highest ratings in the listening e
periment, have a very simple form in terms of locomotio
the former implies that the braking force is constant wh
the latter implies that the braking power is constant. Su
simple relations would facilitate prediction of the point
final stop.

The deceleration power was found to be approximat
constant throughout the entire deceleration process. Thus
dancers’ velocity patterns appeared to be well plann
which should enable a spectator to predict the point of fi
stop. The similarity between the velocity curves and t
tempo curves for theritardandosupports the hypothesis tha
the ritardando is an allusion to the stopping of running. Pr
dictability of the instant at which the final tone appears in
piece of music is important not only to the players but pro
ably also to the listeners. It is possible that the time of a
pearance of the final tone becomes predictable in music
tening because of the similarity between the finalritardando
and a runner’s deceleration curve.

This investigation explored one possibility to analy
the relations between music and motion, but there are
other alternatives. For example, comparisons between h
movement patterns, such as during conducting, and lo
tempo patterns might offer further interesting insights in
the similarities between motion and music.

V. CONCLUSION

The mean instant velocity during runners’ deceleratio
perceived as aesthetically pleasing, can be accurately
scribed by a square-root function of time. This implies th
the runner is supplying a constant amount of decelera
power throughout the entire deceleration process. Such a
celeration pattern is strikingly similar to a curve represent
the mean instant tempo versus time in finalritardandi of
musical performances.

A model of the finalritardando was derived from run-
ners’ mean-deceleration curve, assuming constant dece

re
e
l.

l-
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tion power. By introducing two main parameters,q for cur-
vature andvend for the end value, this model could we
describe the average tempo curve in finalritardandi, the av-
erage velocity curve of runners’ decelerations, as well
individual final ritardandi, and runners’ individual decelera
tions. These findings substantiate the common assump
that locomotion and music are related.

A perceptual evaluation of the model indicated that l
teners preferredq values equal to 2 and 3. The case ofq
53 corresponds to the average velocity of the runners’
celerations, whileq52 corresponds to a previously propos
model for finalritardandi ~Kronman and Sundberg, 1987! as
well as to Todd’s model for phrase-related tempo cur
~Todd, 1992, 1995!. However, in some individualritardandi
the curvature parameterq deviated from the values preferre
in the listening experiment, thus suggesting influence of m
sical factors. Previous investigations have revealed that
tempo variation related to musical phrases can be descr
by expressing the IOI duration as a quadratic function
score position. This alternative yielded poor results, both
1482 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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the listening experiment and in the attempts to match in
vidual measuredritardandi.
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APPENDIX

FIG. A1. The model~solid line! fitted to each of the 12 finalritardandi ~diamonds! selected from the Sundberg and Verrillo investigation. The vertical a
represents normalized tempo and the horizontal axis, normalized score position. The model parameters used are presented in Table IV.
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FIG. A2. The model~solid line! fitted to each of the 16 decelerations~diamonds! used in the visual rating experiment. The vertical axis represents normali
velocity and the horizontal axis, normalized position. The model parameters are presented in Table V.
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